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Abstract: 
Selective laser melting (SLM) involves highly localized heat input and directional solidification, 
which enables novel microstructure control through the development of scanning strategies and 
related process variables. A careful study of scan pattern is important to understand 
microstructural evolution during SLM. In this study, various types of scanning strategies were 
used to build samples of Inconel 625. Microstructure differences due to different scan patterns in 
as-built Inconel 625 samples were then studied in detail. Microstructure samples showed grains 
with cellular substructure with enriched regions of Nb and Mo in the inter arm spacing. The 
grains were observed to grow preferentially in the build direction, but there were also clear 
effects of grain orientation differences due to scan direction effects. 
 
1. Introduction: 
Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is characterized by highly localized high heat input for very short 
periods of time, which has a profound impact on the microstructure. SLM provides a wide range 
of advantages over conventional manufacturing techniques, but high temperature gradients and 
rapid solidification cause high thermal stress build-up and the presence of non-equilibrium 
phases. Orientation of grains is largely controlled by the heat conduction direction, thus laser 
scanning strategy becomes a powerful tool for control of grain orientation, and hence the 
microstructural texture.   
This paper focuses on the analysis of different scan strategies in order to obtain insight into the 
development of microstructural texture in Inconel 625 during SLM processing. It has been 
observed that SLM is a complicated process where the evolution of the microstructure depends 
on a large number of parameters such as laser power, scan speed, layer thickness, and scan 
strategy [1]. Most researchers have concentrated on the influence of process parameters on 
mechanical properties such as relative density, hardness and fatigue. From those studies, 20 µm 
layer thickness was found to be optimal for In625 and for laser power and scan speed, a range of 
parameters were found to provide good mechanical properties. For the purpose of 
microstructural analysis, 20 µm layer thickness and a 195W-800mm/s laser power-scan speed 
combination were primarily used.  In this research two types of scanning strategies were 






2. Scan Patterns in SLM 
SLM machines typically utilize one of 2 basic scan strategies for the interior sections of parts.  
These strategies are either to scan the bulk of the part utilizing parallel stripes or by scanning the 
bulk of the part utilizing a block pattern. 
 
2.1. Rotated Stripe Pattern 
A schematic of a rotated stripe pattern is shown in figure 1.  When using a stripe pattern, each 
layer is divided into a series of parallel stripes (red dashed line in figure 1) that run across the 
entire length of the cross-section of any closed contour within a layer. Within each stripe, raster 
scan vectors are used. During every new layer, the stripes rotate counterclockwise by ~67ᵒ 
compared to the previous layer, creating a crosshatch pattern. Samples were cut from cylindrical 
fatigue specimens of diameter 10 mm and height 85 mm which were built in the Z direction in an 
EOS M270 machine using In625 powder from EOS (figure 2a). Both horizontal and vertical 












Figure 1: Schematic of a stripe scan pattern showing raster scan vectors (arrows) within each 




















Figure 2: (a) Samples were cut from vertically built (Z orientation) cylindrical specimens. (b) 
Microstructural evidence of the stripe pattern, from a horizontal (XY plane) cross-section. Since 
the view plane is not perfectly horizontal, multiple layers intersecting the plane can be seen. The 









Figure 3:  Melt-pool arrangement as seen from a vertical cross-section (YZ plane) for a stripe 
pattern. 
In625 samples built using a rotated stripe scan strategy were etched and observed using optical 
microscopy. Figure 2(b) shows a vertical cross section of the sample where laser tracks are 
clearly distinguishable. The view plane in figure 2(b) is not perfectly horizontal (tilted slightly) 
which enables one to view multiple layers in the same image. The angle between laser tracks of 
consecutive layers was found to be 67ᵒ as illustrated in figure 1. Two stripes in the same layer, as 
well as their overlap, are visible in the top left corner of figure 2(b). In figure 3, the melt-pool 
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the melt-pools are quite similar (Gaussian) but their sizes are different. This is because scan 
vectors from different layers are not parallel to each other and not perpendicular to the view 
plane as well. Thus, different oblique sections of the melt-pools show different sizes.   
 
2.2. Alternating Block Pattern 
Schematics illustrating an alternating block scan strategy are shown in figure 4. In each layer, 
rectangular blocks with raster scan vectors are used and the scan vector rotates 90ᵒ between 
adjacent blocks. Between layers, the block shifts half of its width creating a “brick-like” stacking 
sequence. This scenario is clearly depicted in figure 4b where a schematic of a vertical cross-
section (XZ plane) is shown (black circles represent scan vectors in the Y or –Y direction and 
black rectangles represent vectors in the X or –X direction). A block pattern such as this is 
typically designed to replicate the 0-90-0-90 stacking sequence often used in composites.  
However, the region labeled “Section A” in Figure 4b shows a stacking-based anomaly where a 
portion of that region has a 0-90-0-90 repeating structure and another portion of that same region 
has a 0-0-0-0 stacking sequence.  Thin rectangular samples 2 mm thick, 40 mm long and 5 mm 
high were fabricated using In625 (figure 5) in an EOS M270 machine and analysis was done 











Figure 4: (a) Schematic of a block scan pattern showing raster scan vectors (arrows) within each 
block, (b) Vertical cross-section (XZ plane) showing scan line patterns between layers. In each 
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Figure 5: 40 mm x 5 mm x 2 mm blocks. Section A from the sample (Right) was cut and 
analyzed to understand the microstructural effects of the block scan strategy.   
 
Section A from the sample in figure 5 was cut and polished and both vertical (XZ plane) and 
horizontal (XY plane) cross-sections were observed for microstructural features. Figure 6 shows 
the etched vertical cross section where melt-pool arrangement is clearly visible. The image can 
be separated into two distinct areas which were formed due to different scan vector overlaps. The 
left section of the image has a unidirectional melt-pool which were formed by blocks where all 
the scan vectors are parallel to each other for every layer (the direction was perpendicular to the 
view plane). The right section of the image shows scan vectors where layers create alternating 
hatch patterns. Section A of figures 4b and 5 illustrate how the pattern shown in figure 6 was 
created.   
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Figure 7:  Block pattern, horizontal cross-section (XY plane) showing laser tracks for a block 
scan pattern. Since the view plane is not perfectly horizontal, multiple layers of laser tracks are 
seen. 
 
3. Effect of Scan Pattern on Microstructure 
SLM is characterized by highly localized heat input for a very short period of time leading to 
rapid solidification as the melt pool undergoes liquid to solid transformations. This may result in 
formation of non-equilibrium phases and changes in general microstructural features. Finer 
cellular dendritic structures evolve due to high cooling rates compared to conventional 
manufacturing processes [2, 3, 8-11]. In addition, cellular/dendritic structures, and thus grain 
structures, are also controlled by microstructures formed at the boundaries of previously 
solidified layers (figure 8). Although the mechanism of grain growth is highly complex and 
influenced by many variables, local heat conduction direction plays an important role in 
determining the orientation of grains. 
Temperature gradient is the highest along the midline of the scan track and at the back of the 
moving melt pool, and decreases radially [5].  Thus grains tend to grow in this direction (figure 
8). However, due to overlap, major portions of laser tracks and their grains remelt during 
subsequent scanning. Due to the fast cooling conditions, the grains grow epitaxially toward the 
center of the new melt pool [4,6,7]. Based upon these conditions, the orientation of grains is thus 
highly dependent on the scanning velocity and scanning strategy. Consequently, the scanning 
strategy can become a powerful tool to control the grain orientation, and hence the 















Figure 8: (a) SEM image of a horizontal (XY) section showing cellular/dendritic growth (red 
arrows) towards the center of the scan track (white arrow), (b) vertical (YZ) section showing 
radial growth of cellular dendrites. Clear melt-pool boundaries are observed which has an effect 
on grain size and orientation. 
Thijs et. al. (2010) studied different scan strategies for Ti-6Al-4V and found that grains grow 
preferentially in the build direction. They reported that elongated grains are parallel to each other 
and are tilted at an angle 19ᵒ away from building direction for a unidirectional scan pattern. For 
bidirectional and grid-like scan patterns (figures 6 and 7), elongated grains were found to grow 
preferentially in the build direction (figure 9b). 
 
Figure 9: Orientation of elongated grains scanned with: (a) unidirectional scan vectors, and (b) 
alternating hatch scan vectors. View plane: Side view (YZ plane), Material: Ti-6Al-4V. [7]    
Similar phenomena were observed for In625. For a stripe scan strategy which rotates 67ᵒ for 
every new layer, more refinement of cellular/dendritic structures occurs due to maximum overlap 
in the melt, creating more elongated grains. Figure 10 shows optical microscopy of elongated 















Figure 10: Orientation of elongated grains (dark and white regions) formed due to the stripe 
pattern, which grow preferentially in the build direction (z) indicated by black arrows across 
multiple layers.  
 
Despite epitaxial solidification, melt pools are still distinguishable due to the appearance of dark 
bands in optical microscopy (white bands in SEM) (figure 11). These dark bands are more 
noticeable when more energy is applied. The dark contrast which distinguishes these bands arises 
due to enhanced precipitation of Nb and Mo which are preferentially etched [2,3,12-15]. EDS 











Figure 11: (a) Optical microscopy showing a vertical section of In625 where melt pools are 
distinguishable due to the appearance of dark bands. (b) Horizontal section showing dark band 
region. (c) SEM image showing the same section as ‘a’ but magnified to illustrate that SEM 
white regions represent optical microscopy dark bands. (d) High magnification SEM image of a 
horizontal section showing the cross–section of a single dendrite where the white region is 
formed due to segregation of Nb and Mo.   
Figure 12(a) shows a typical polished and etched SEM micrograph of the vertical cross-section 
of an In625 part built using a rotated stripe pattern. It can be observed from the micrograph that 
the grains have grown epitaxially and there is grain continuity across multiple melt pools in the 
build direction. The columnar grains show cellular and dendritic sub-structure. It can also be 
observed that there is noticeable segregation (bright regions) within the intercellular and inter-
dendritic arm spacing. Intercellular spacing is less than 1 μm (figure 13) which provides 

















Figure 12(b) shows a typical polished and etched SEM micrograph of the vertical cross-section 
of an In625 SLM sample using a block scan pattern. The microstructural features show epitaxial 
grain growth from the melt. The grains show columnar morphology with a cellular / dendritic 
sub-structure. The individual cell/dendrite boundaries are illuminated by segregation of elements 
during solidification into the inter cell/ dendritic arm spacing. There is also grain continuity 
across multiple melt pools, which is also common for multipass welds of this alloy.  For 
alternating scan patterns, the elongated columns were found to have shorter length compared to 










Figure 12: SEM image showing vertical cross-section (YZ plane) of In625 sample built using (a) 
rotated stripe pattern and (b) alternating block pattern. Arrows in the right section in ‘b’ show 
alternating scan directions.  
Another distinguishable feature is that regions of coarse columnar structure appear in between 
melt pools in figure 12(b). These regions are less refined. Refinement in columnar structure is 
done by laser re-melting which is reported by several authors [10,17]. Melt-pool depth for this 
experiment is approximately 60 μm, which influences three layers. Therefore overlap and 
remelting become a common phenomenon in SLM processing. However alternating block 
patterns leaves a significant amount of inter-meltpool regions which are not overlapped. These 
inter-meltpool regions undergo incipient melting, developing a continuous network of 
undesirable interdendritic phase. For rotated stripe patterns, higher overlap and thus finer cellular 
structure is found. Cellular structure size and direction have significant effect on material 






















Figure 13: SEM image showing intercellular spacing less than 1 μm for a rotated stripe scan 
pattern in (a) vertical and (b) horizontal sections, which provide excellent strength and hardness.   
 
4. EDS Analysis 
Local chemical composition of the cell/dendrites and within inter cell / dendritic arms was 
evaluated qualitatively by using energy spectroscopy in SEM. The inter cell / dendritic regions 







Figure 14: EDS spectrum comparison for two different points showing enriched Nb and Mo in 





Material Composition (Wt. %) 
Position Nb  Mo  Cr Ni+Others  
Point A: On Matrix 2.04 5.62 18.06 74.29 
Point B: On 
Column Boundary 











5. Backscattered Electron Imaging 
The samples were also observed in the BSE mode in SEM. The BSE imaging mode gives the 
atomic number contrast of elements in the microstructure under observation. The BSE SEM 
micrograph of the vertical cross section further confirms the segregation of elements in the inter 
cell/dendritic arm regions.  
  
Figure 15: BSE image of a vertical (YZ) cross-section at two different magnifications. 
 
6. Summary 
Two types of scan patterns were analyzed in detail using schematics as well as optical and SEM 
microscopy for In625 samples fabricated using selective laser melting. A rotated stripe pattern 
which uses raster scan vectors and which rotates ~67ᵒ for every new layer creates a crosshatch 
pattern. A block pattern, on the other hand, uses raster scan vectors in each block and shifts half 
of its width between each new layer, thus creating brick-like building blocks and regions where 
no shift in scan vectors occur. 
In SLM, local thermal gradients inside the melt pool are the most important factor for 
determining microstructure. The heat conduction direction, based upon scan pattern, plays an 
important role in determining the orientation of grains. Solidification occurs in a 
cellular/dendritic fashion with the growth direction preferably oriented towards the center of the 
melt pool. However, due to overlap, major parts of each solidified track remelts and the grains 
grow epitaxially towards the center of the new, adjacent melt pool. Microstructures of previously 
solidified layers also control the direction of cellular/dendritic growth.  
Noticeable amounts of segregation within the intercellular and interdendritic arms spacing were 
observed. Intercellular spacing is less than 1 μm, which contributes to the excellent strength and 
hardness that can be achieved both in as-processed and aged conditions. These cells are not 
individual grains but constitute a substructure inside one grain. 
Grains grow epitaxially and there is grain continuity across multiple melt pools in the build 
direction. However, for an alternating block pattern, the elongated columns are found to have 
shorter length compared to a rotated stripe pattern. 
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Difference in cellular structure were observed in alternating block patterns. Inter-meltpool 
regions undergo incipient melting, developing a continuous network of undesirable interdendritic 
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